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Samenvatting

In 1961 heeft Shannon een boven- en ondergrens afgeleid voor het capaciteitsgebied van
tweeweg kanalen in het algemeen. De kanaalcapaciteit van aIle kanalen, waarvoor deze twee
grenzen samenvaIlen, is dus bekend. De capaciteit van tweeweg kanalen met ongelijke onder
en bovengrens is echter nog een open probleem. Het Binary Multiplying Channel (BMC) is
het eenvoudigste voorbeeld van zo'n tweeweg kanaal met verschillende onder- en bovengrens.

In hoofdstuk 1 van dit rapport wordt nader ingegaan op verschillende configuraties van
het BMC en worden de resultaten betreffende het BMC tot nu toe besproken.

Hoofdstuk 2 handelt over discrete strategien voor het BMC. In het discrete geval kunnen
deze codeerstrategien worden gezien als opdelingen van een Afl X M 2 rechthoek in basis
vierkantjes ter lengte 1. Het voornaamste probleem dat hierbij aan de orde komt is dat
het aantal mogelijke opdelingen 301 voor kleinere waarden van Afl en M 2 zo groot wordt
dat een optimale opdeling niet meer met cen exhaustive search kan worden gevonden. Het
computerprogramma AXE is gemaakt als een ontwikkelomgeving voor discrete strategien
dat de beste opdeling onthoudt en tevens van iedere opdeling de rate berekent. Met het
AXE-programma is voor een 25 x 25 vierkant een opdeling met een rate van 0.61129 bit per
transmissie gevonden.

In hoofdstuk 3 wordt de opspaarmethode besproken. Volgens deze methode worden aIle
resolutie produkten, in de opdeling van de M I X M 2 rechthoek, met een lagere rate dan
de rate van het schema zelf niet verder opgedeeld. Op deze manier kunnen hogere rates
worden gehaald. Bovendien zijn deze discrete opspaarstrategien constructief, indien aIleen
resolutieprodukten zonder afhankelijkl1eid worden opgespaard. De ondergrens van Shannon
van 0.61695 kan 301 worden overschreden met een opdeling op een 6 x 6 vierkant, waarvoor een
rate van 0.61795 bit per transmissie is gevonden. Voor het 11 X 11 vierkant is een rate van
0.61984 bit per transmissie gevonden, welke de rate van Schalkwijk's originele schema van
0.61914 bit per transmissie overtreft. Met een opdeling op het 24 X 24 vierkant is een rate
van 0.62475 bit per transmissie gevonden.

Hoofdstuk 4 handelt over de toepassing van de bootstrap techniek op opdelingen van
de M 1 X M 2 rechthoek. Voor het 13 X 13 vierkant is een diepte 2 strategie gevonden (de
diepte is gelijk aan de maximale codewoord lengte), die een rate heeft van 0.63050 bit per
transmissie en dus in de vijfde decimaal verschillend is van de optimale dicpte 2 strategie met
een rate van 0.63056 bit per transmissie. Voor M I = M 2 = 13 werd ook een diepte 4 strategie
geconstrueerd met een rate van 0.62921 bit per transmissie.

Hoofdstuk 5 is gewijd aan de optimalisatie van discrete strategien. Opdelingen van een
M 1 X M 2 rechthoek worden vastgelegd door een aantal threshold parameters, die ieder een
eindig aantal waarden kunnen aannemen. Door van de threshold parameters continue varia
belen te maken kunnen hogere rates worden gehaald. Opdelingen van een M I X M2 rechthoek
worden zo veranderd in opdelingen van een eenheidsvierkant. Het optimum van de diepte 4



strategie gevonden voor M 1 == M 2 = 13 bedraagt 0.6305552990 bit per transmissie (in tien
decimalen).

Uit hoofdstuk 6 blijkt dat met ieder van de in dit rapport besproken strategien het ca
paciteitsgebied van het BMC kan worden bepaald voor toenemende waarden van lv/I, M 2 en
diepte van de strategie. Dit houdt in dat aIle gevonden rates operationeel haalbaar zijn voor
het BMC.

Ten slotte wordt in hoofdstuk 7 uitgelegd hoe met de technieken, die in dit rapport
zijn besproken een nieuwe ondergrens voor het capaciteitsgebied van het BMC kan worden
gevonden. De huidige onder- en bovengrens bedragen respectievelijk 0.6305552995 en 0.64628.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The Binary Multiplying Channel

In the year 1961 Shannon published a paper on the subject of two-way communication chan
nels [15]. In this paper, that marked the beginning of multi-user information theory, a two-way
channel is introduced and expressions for an inner- and outer bound on the capacity region
of the channel are derived. For channels where these bounds are the same the capacity region
is known. However it was also shown that the inner bound is not always equal to the outer
bound. For these cases Shannon derived a limiting expression that in principle can be used
to determine the capacity region, but in practice evaluation of this expression appeared to be
a hard-to-solve problem [17] and [21].

The two-way channel is a discrete, memoryless channel with input variables Xl' X2 and
outputvariables Y1 , Y2 and defined by a channel transition matrix p[YllY2 IXllX 2]. In a two
way channel configuration encoders are present to encode messages to channel input symbols
and decoders are used to decode the channel outputs back to messages. There arise four
different situations at each side of the channel depending on whether the decoder knows the
messages that were given to the encoder or whether the encoder knows the channel output,
i.e. there is feedback. Therefore sixteen different encoder/decoder configurations can occur.

Now two message sets are defined M 1={1,2,... ,Mtl and M 2 ={1,2,... ,M2 }. The selected
message at one side of the channel is ml E M I and at the other side m2 E M 2 • Encoder- and
decoder functions describe exactly how the encoding from messages to channel input symbols
and the decoding from channel output symbols back to messages is done.

The complete picture of the above defined two-way channel is given in figure 1.1.
If in general the channel output is known to the encoder, then the encoder can use this

information to encode the next message and thus adapt its next channel input to the previous
channel outputs. This means that the same message can be encoded in different ways, i.e. the
encoder uses a strategy. If each message is encoded independently of the previous channel
outputs then the encoder generates a code.

From now on we will focus on a particular two-way channel, i.e. the Binary Multiplying
Channel (BMC). This is a two-way channel with Y = XI X2 , where the input variables Xl'
X 2E{O,I} and the common output variable Y =YI =Y2E{O,I}. Thus the BMC has channel
transition matrix
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Figure 1.1: The general two-way channel configuration

p[YIXl, X 2 ] = (~ ~)
The BMC is depicted in figure 1.2 and the output of the channel Y can also be seen as

the logical AND of the two inputs Xl and X 2 •

---,0-,--

Y

Figure 1.2: The Binary Multiplying Channel

Y

Now four different configurations of the Binary Multiplying Channel will be discussed .

• In case of completely independent encoders and decoders the channel becomes a binary
Multiple Access Channel (MAC) and is depicted in figure 1.3. The capacity region of
the binary MAC is depicted in figure 1.4 [4]. Note, the average rate cannot exceed the
time-sharing bound of a half bit per transmission.

• If the decoders know the messages that were send then the situation of figure 1.5 is
obtained. This channel was studied in [1] and [2]. The best symmetrical rate that
has been found corresponds to a rate of~ = 0.52832 bit per transmission in both
directions.
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encoder 2

decoder 2
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Figure 1.3: The binary MAC

• If there is feedback at only one terminal between the channel output and the corre
sponding encoder we arrive at the binary multiplying channel with semi-feedback, as
depicted in figure 1.6. More about this configuration can be found in (1] .

• The configuration of the binary multiplying channel with feedback is given in figure 1.7.

The BMC with feedback, which is called Blackwell's Binary Multiplying Channel in
[15], is the simplest example of a two-way channel where the Shannon inner- and outer
bounds differ. The channel is deterministic, since the output can only take on one of
two different values. The channel is a T-channel, which means that the output on both
sides of the channel is the same.

Evaluation of the Shannon inner bound yields, in the case of equal rates in both direc
tions, a rate of 0.61695 bit per transmission. The Shannon outer bound then equals
0.69424 bit per transmission.

1.2 Historical overview of results

Now an overview of the results, since Shannon's original paper, on the BMC with feedback
will be given.

In the year 1982 Schalkwijk [11] gave a strategy that operated beyond the Shannon inner
bound with a rate of 0.61914 bit per transmission. Hereby solving the question whether the
capacity of BMC with feedback was greater than its inner bound.

One year later Schalkwijk [12] improved his scheme, by a technique called bootstrapping,
to a strategy with an asymptotical rate of 0.63056 bit per transmission. Later van Overveld
[21] has proven rigorously that this rate is operationally achievable for the BMC.

This rate is up to now the best achievable rate on the BMC. However it is also known
that a rate of 0.63056 might not be optimal, since 'another' 0.63056 was found in 1990 [13].
The rate from 1983 was improved in its 8th decimal place and continuing in a similar way,
further slight improvements can be found [14].
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Figure 1.4: The capacity region of the binary MAC

Table 1.1: Historical facts for the BMC

Year Result Name(s) Reference
1961 0.61695 < Capacity ~ 0.69424 Shannon [15]
1982 Capacity 2:0.61914 Schalkwijk [11]
1983 Capacity 2:0.63056 Schalkwijk [12]
1986 Capacity <0.64891 Zhang, Berger and Schalkwijk [22]
1989 Capacity ~0.64628 Hekstra and Willems [8]

New upper bounds on the capacity region C of the BMC were found in [22] and [8]. The
best upper bound of today is the bound of Hekstra and Willems of C ~ 0.64628. The previous
facts are summarized in table 1.1.

The coding strategy of 1982 corresponds to a subdivision of the unit square using three
basic resolutions [11]. This method can also be applied to the discrete case, where coding
strategies correspond to subdivisions of the M1 X M2 rectangle up to basic squares of size
1. In [21] van Overveld proved that the capacity region of the BMC can be calculated as
the limiting value of the rate corresponding to the optimimal subdivision of the M1 X M2

rectangle for increasing values of M1 and M2 • These discrete strategies are investigated in
[10], [20], [18] and [19]. The best result on discrete strategies is the subdivision of the 17 X 17
square with a rate of 0.61079 bit per transmission found by vdLeur [19].

A further survey of literature on the subject of the Binary Multiplying Channel can be
found in [5].

1.3 Outline of this report

The biggest obstacle during the search for better discrete strategies is that the number of
possible strategies becomes even for small values of M too high for an exhaustive search.
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encoder 1

Terminal 1

y y

encoder 2

Terminal 2

Figure 1.5: The BMC without feedback

Therefore optimality of a strategy is hard to prove and finding high-rate strategies in this
way is nearly impossible. However, if one takes a closer look at the subdivisions of the M X M
square there seems to be a structure in the subdivisions. The idea is to use this structure while
making subdivisions on the M X M square. Therefore a computer program, called the AX£
program, is being developed [7], [9], [3] as a tool to make subdivisions on an M X M square
and immediately compute the rate corresponding to a new coding strategy. Also AX£ can
be used to make changes to a subdivision and if this leads to a higher rate coding strategy
then the old subdivision will be replaced by the new one. Therefore the AX£-program is
becoming an important tool in finding new coding strategies. New subdivisions can easily be
tested, while before A,l'£ it involved hours of calculations to find the rate corresponding to
a new coding strategy.

In this report the main goal will be to find new and better discrete strategies. We will
try to find discrete strategies with rates higher than the Shannon inner bound of 0.61695.
In particular it will be tried to cross this bound with the smallest possible M X M square.
Eventually it is hoped to find a way to derive a new lower bound to the capacity region of the
BMC with feedback, since there are strong indications, as mentioned in the previous section,
that a rate of 0.63056 is not optimal.

7
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encoder 2
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Figure 1.6: The BMC with semi-feedback

y y

Terminal 1 Terminal 2

Figure 1.7: The BMC with feedback
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Chapter 2

Discrete strategies

2.1 Visualization of a coding strategy by means of an Afl x 1\12

rectangle

The first scheme for error-free transmission on the BMC can be found in Shannon's original
article [15]. It is called the Hagelbarger-code and the literal description is:

A 0 or 1 is sent from each end with independent probabilities 1/2, 1/2. If a 0 is
received then the next digit tmnsmitted is the complement of what was just sent.
This procedure is followed at both ends. If a 1 is received, both ends progress to
the next binary digit of the message.

On account of the fact that this scheme makes use of the available feedback, i.e. the
encoders adapt theirselves to the previous channel output, the Hagelbarger-code is a strategy.
The scheme corresponds to the situation where at both terminals one of two equiprobable
messages is selected to be transmitted. Now it can be seen that as the number of different
messages increases the corresponding describtion becomes more and more complicated.

Therefore it was a giant leap when it was discovered that coding strategies correspond to
subdivisons of the unit square [11]. Using this method on an M 1 X M 2 rectangle an arbitrary
coding strategy can easily be visualized.

The description of the Hagelbarger-code continues:

It may be seen that three-fourths of the time on the avemge the complement proce
dure is followed and one-fourth of the time a new digit is sent. Thus the avemge
number of channel uses per message digit is (3/4)(2)+{1/4)(1)=7/4. The avemge
mte is 4/7=.571 in both directions.

The above calculated rate is the performance measure of a coding scheme and can easily
be derived from a subdivision of an M 1 X M 2 rectangle as will be shown.

One important general observation is that the Hagelbarger-code has an average rate of
more than a half bit per transmission, which is the highest achievable rate when only one
side at a time uses the channel. This rate of a half bit per transmission corresponds to
time-sharing.

The Hagelbarger scheme is given in figure 2.1. The first transmission subdivides the 2 X 2
square in an L-shape and a 1 X 1 square. The L-shape is subsequently subdivided in three

9



different 1 x 1 squares. At this point all uncertainty is resolved, which means that at each
terminal it is known which of the two messages the other end has transmitted. Notice, this is
true only because of the fact that the two different 1 x 1 squares, corresponding to the same
channel output can be distinguished on account of the fact that each terminal knows its own
message.

terminal 2

y=o y=o
terminall

y=o Y=l

y=o

Y=l Y=O
------ ...

Y=l
x1=o Y=O

Figure 2.1: The Hagelbarger-scheme

D

Thus two reasons are provided to consider subdivisions of the M1 X M 2 rectangle. Both
of them will now be worked out in further detail.

Suppose terminal 1 sends one of M1 equiprobable messages from messageset M 1={1,2,...,M1 }

to terminal 2. Terminal 2 chooses messages at random from the messageset M2={1,2, ...,M2}
and sends them to terminal 2. This situation with equiprobable messages on both ends can
be visualised by the M 1 X M 2 rectangle in figure 2.2. A coding strategy will from now on
be pictured by putting the channel outputs in the squares. This can be done without loss of
information, since each subdivision corresponds to a unique input distribution on both sides
of the channel. In case of the Hagelbarger-scheme this gives the picture of figure 2.3.

Now the calculation of the rate will be inspected. As already indicated in figure 2.2 there
are information flows 112 and 121 between the two terminals.

The total amount of mutual information in the 1-2 direction equals

(2.1)
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Figure 2.2: The M 1 x M 2 rectangle

and the mutual information in the other direction is

(2.2)

Now assume that N(M1l M2 ) transmissions are needed to send all M1M2 possible message
pairs over the channel. Then the rate in the 1---72 direction equals

~ 112 M1M2 10g(Md
R 12 = N(Mll M2 ) = N(Mh M2 )

and the rate in the other direction is

~ 121 M1M2 10g(M2 )

R21 = N(Mll M2 ) = N(Mh M2 )

(2.3)

(2.4)

With formulas (2.3) and (2.4) the rate in each of the directions can be evaluated very
easily. The variables M1 and M 2 follow directly from the square size and the parameter

2

1

o

2 1

01 00

00 1

o

Figure 2.3: The subdivision of the 2 x 2 square
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N(M1 , M 2 ) can be found by counting the number of transmissions in the subdivision of the
square.

For example the Hagelbarger-code in figure 2.3 has M 1=M2=2 and N(M1 , M 2 ) = 7.
Therefore the rate of the Hagelbarger-code equals

(2.5)R - R - R _ 2
2

10g(2) - ~
- 12 - 21 - 7 - 7

Finally, for the discrete strategies discussed in this section, it can be concluded that the
subdivision of an M1 X M2 rectangle in the least possible number of transmissions corresponds
to the coding scheme with the highest rate. In the next sections it will be tried to find those
optimal subdivisions.

2.2 Searching for good strategies with a computer game: The
AXE-program

In the previous section we considered the subdivision of an M 1 X M 2 square. This chapter
is devoted to the case of equal message sets on both sides of the channel, Le. M 1=M 2= M.
Since in this case (2.3) and (2.4) pass into one another we have equal rates in both directions.
Consequently,

R - R _ _ M 2 10g(M) _ M
2

10g(M) (2.6)
12 - 21 - R - N(M,M) - N

M

Now with respect to the BMC there still exist a number of unsolved problems. One of
these open problems is how optimality of a coding scheme for a certain value of M can be
proved.

The reason why optimality is so hard to prove is that the number of possible subdivisions
of the M x M square grows rapidly for increasing values of M. Van Dorsselaer [6] already
showed that the number of possible fixed length strategies of length n for the BMC equals

3"-1I[(nl = 2-2- (2.7)

Now it can be seen that the number I[(nl becomes even for smaller values of n too high
for an exhaustive search. Hence an exhaustive search cannot give a decisive answer in finding
the optimal strategy and high rate strategies will have to be found in another way.

For the sake of completeness fixed-length strategies of length n are defined as strategies
where the number of transmissions over the channel equals n for each of the message pairs
in the M x M square. Therefore the strategy of figure 2.3 is a variable-length strategy of
maximum length 2. The depth of a coding strategy is the length of the longest code word in
the strategy.

Now if one starts to make a subdivision of the M x M square all different kind of shapes
spring up. Few of them are depicted in figure 2.4. A square can for example be subdivided
in an L-shape and a smaller square. The resulting L-shape can be further subdivided in for
example a smaller L-shape and a C-shape or in another L-shape and a strip and so on.

It appears that all the shapes of a certain kind have to be subdivided in roughly the same
way. This is illustrated in figure 2.5, which shows that each M x M square is subdivided in
a square with a size of about ~M and an L-shape.

12



L-shape C-shape

Strip

IT]
Domino

Figure 2.4: A number of shapes and their names

Therefore knowledge of the best way to subdivide a certain shape can be taken into
account to reduce the number of possible subdivisions. In this way it is hoped to find good
subdivisions.

However making subdivisions of an M x M square with pencil and paper becomes, espe
cially for M ~7, tedious drudgery. At this point it was decided to develop a software tool
for making subdivisions on the M x M square. The resulting program became a computer
game called the AX£-program. For more details about this program [7], [9] and [3] can be
consulted.

By means of the AX£-program subdivisions on the M x M square have been made and
results will be presented in the last section of this chapter.

2.3 Greedy algorithms for searching strategies

By means of formula (2.6) the rate of a complete coding strategy can be calculated. But
every individual division also corresponds to a rate equal to the quotient of the total mutual

I
Figure 2.5: The subdivision of squares
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information that is transmitted by carrying out the division and the total number of squares
in the shape. The information transmitted is the difference between the uncertainty in the
original shape, and the uncertainty in the shapes that arise after the division. If the binary
entropy function hex) 1 is used, then the rate R1 of the division in figure 2.6 equals

R
1

= 5h(~) +4h(~) = 0.55344 (2.8)
16

0 0 0 0 0

0 1 1 1 0

0 1

0 1

0 0

Figure 2.6: A division of an L-shape

Now with respect to each of these individual divisions in the entire subdivision of the
M X M square we can make the following observations

• the highest achievable rate with the division of a strip is the time-sharing rate of a half
bit per transmission. Note that resolving the uncertainty in a strip corresponds to the
situation of using the channel in only one direction.

• the highest achievable rate with the division of a shape, where the messages on both
sides are independent is the Shannon inner bound; this bound has been derived under
restriction of independent messages on both sides [15]. Consequently, the rate of the
first division in the subdivision of an arbitrary M1 X M2 rectangle can never exceed
Shannon's inner bound of 0.61695.

• the highest achievable rate with the division of a shape, where the messages on both
sides are dependent is the Shannon outer bound; this bound has been derived under
restriction of dependent messages on both sides [15]. Consequently, the rate of the
division in shapes with dependent messages, like for example L-shapes and C-shapes, can
exceed the Shannon inner bound but never surpass Shannon's outer bound of 0.69424.

Now suppose that an M X M square is subdivided by optimizing the rate of each division
separately, which means that the rate of a coding strategy is optimized on the rate of each
individual division. This is a greedy algorithm for the subdivision of the M X M square and
these algorithms sometimes provide in a way to obtain an optimal solution.

A higher-rate division of the L-shape in figure 2.6 is given in figure 2.7. The rate R2 of
this division equals

5h(t) +6hU)
R2 = 16 ~ = 0.60060 > R1 = 0.55344

---------------
Ih(x) ~ -xlog(x) - (1- x)log(1 - x)

14
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a a a a a

a 1 1 1 1

a 1

a 1

a 1

Figure 2.7: Another subdivision of an L-shape

The subdivision of the 5 X 5 square using this higher-rate L-shape resolution and an
optimal subdivision of the 5 X 5 square using the worser division of figure 2.6 are depicted
together in figure 2.8.

An optimal subdivision

00111 00110 0010 0000 0001

00110 0111 0110 010 0000

0010 0110 1011 1010 100

0000 010 1010 1101 1100

0001 0000 100 1100 111

Ns=98

00111 00110 0010 0001 0000

00110 0111 0110 0101 0100

0010 0110 1011 1010 100

0001 0101 1010 1101 1100

0000 0100 100 1100 111

N s=100

Figure 2.8: Two subdivisions of the 5 X 5 square

The rate of the two coding strategies can be calculated using formula (2.6)

52 Iog(5)
RSXS,Opl = 98 =0.59233 (2.10)

52 Iog(5)
RSxS,gr = 100 =0.58048 (2.11)

Therefore a better subdivision of a shape doesn't guarantee the rate of the resulting coding
strategy to be better. The rate of a coding strategy is also strongly influenced by the rate
that can be achieved with the parts remaining after subdivision of a shape. So, if a shape
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is divided at a very high rate, but the remaining pieces are rectangles only, then a high-rate
coding strategy cannot be expected for these kind of subdivisions of the M x M square.

For this reason a greedy algorithm is not applicable to find an optimal subdivision of the
M x M square. However, nothing is said about the suboptimality of greedy subdivisions.

2.4 Two conjectures on optimal subdivisions

Related to the problem of optimality is the question whether the optimal subdivision of an
M X M square is symmetrical. Symmetrical is used here in the sense of that the encoders
at each end use the same strategy. The following conjectures are based on the experience
that so far no a-symmetric subdivisions have been found that beat the best found symmetric
subdivision on an M X M square neither by vdLeur [19] for M E {2,... ,17} nor with the
AXE-program.

Conjecture 1 There zs at least one symmetrical subdivision of the MxM square that is
optimal.

Conjecture 2 There can also be a number of a-symmetrical subdivisions of the Mx M square
that are optimal.

2.5 Survey of results

The updated results on divisions of the M x M square together with their origin are given in
table 2.1. New results are the subdivisions for M =15, 19, 24 en 25 all obtained by means of
the AXE-program.

The table above is still a long way from completeness, since for some values of M we
did not start a search yet. More over, the possibilities of the AXE-program are far from
exhausted. This might enable people to start on searching with the AXE-program for new
and better strategies or it might be tried to improve the present entries in the table.
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Table 2.1: Results on subdivisions of the M X M square

M N M RM depth Year Name
2 7 0.57143 2 1961 Hagelbarger
3 24 0.59436 3 1982 Schalkwijk
4 54 0.59259 4
5 98 0.59233 5
6 157 0.59273 5
7 230 0))9809 6
8 319 0.60189 6
9 427 0.60132 6
10 552 0.60180 7
11 690 0.60665 7
12 848 0.60877 7 1984 van der Leur
13 1029 0.60775 7 1984 van der Leur
14 1231 0.60621 8 1984 van der Leur
15 1445 O.G0834 8 1992 Meeuwissen
16 1679 0.60939 8 1984 van der Leur
17 1934 0.61079 8 1984 van der Leur
18 2216 0.60963 8 1983 Ligtenberg
19 2515 0.60974 8 1992 Jennen
24 4325 0.61062 9 1992 Meeuwissen
25 4748 0.61129 9 1992 Bloemen
26 5206 0.61035 9 1984 van der Leur
27 5683 0.60994 9 1983 Ligtenberg
39 13155 0.61111 1984 van der Leur
40 13943 0.61070 1983 Ligtenberg
57 30989 0.61154 1984 van der Leur
58 32250 0.61105 1983 Ligtenberg
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Chapter 3

Discrete save-up strategies

3.1 The save-up method for strips

The subdivision of an M l x M 2 rectangle into basic squares of size 1 was discussed in the
previous chapter. In this section a new kind of subdivision of the M l x M2 rectangle will be
introduced. First we consider the subdivision depicted in figure 3.1 of an 1x 3 strip. Evalution
of formulas (2.3) and (2.4) gives a rate in both directions of

R
l2

= 0 1\ R?l = 3Iog(3) = 3Iog(3) = 0.95098
~ N(I,3) 5

(3.1)

Subsequently, an average rate of 0.47549 bit per transmission can be achieved with the
subdivision of a 1 x 3 strip. In general the average rate of a strip can never exceed the
time-sharing bound of a half bit per transmission.

1

o

3 2 1 o

N(1,3)=5

Figure 3.1: The subdivision of an 1 x 3 strip

From here on we will denote the number of 1 x k strips, k = 2,3, ... ,M2 with #(1,k) and
correspondently #(p, 1) stands for the number of p x 1 strips, p = 2,3, ... , M l .

If we take a closer look at the discrete strategies of the previous chapter, immediately
the observation can be made that the rate of these strategies is negatively influenced by the
dominos and strips that occur in the subdivision of the M l x M 2 rectangle. These shapes can
never be solved with an average rate of more than a half bit per transmission and it is yet
this bound that has to be crossed as much as possible. Therefore, strips in the subdivision
of an M l x M 2 rectangle actually spoil the rate of a coding strategy. Further it appears that
dominos or strips cannot be avoided in optimal subdivisions of the M l x M2 rectangle.
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After this observation the idea followed not to subdivide dominos and strips that arise
after an arbitrary division in the subdivision of the M1 x M2 rectangle any further. In this
way the total amount of mutual information that is transmitted in each direction, when each
of the M1 M2 possible message pairs is send over the two-way channel, can become smaller.
But in that case the total number of transmissions also decreases, such that the rate, defined
as the quotient of these quantities, will improve.

Yet the problem remains that not all uncertainty is resolved, since the M1 x M2 rectangle
has not been subdivided into basic squares. This problem can be solved by first of all saving
up the dominos and strips and fitting them together in a new M 1 X M 2 rectangle. Here after
this square can again be resolved with the rate of the new, improved scheme. Therefore
with this method the rate of this save-up strategy is asymptotically achievable. Figure 3.2
shows that the dominos and strips are in fact isolated, while the other shapes are completely
subdivided. In the remaining part of this section the idea of these save-up strategies will be
worked out in further detail.

tenninal 2

o

tenninall

o

D

o o

Figure 3.2: Saving-up dominos and strips

First an expression for the rate R12 in the 1-2 direction of an M 1 X M 2 rectangle will be
derived, realising the rate in the other direction R21 can be derived analogously.

Let 112,~atJed be the amount of information that is saved-up. If each of the M 1M 2 messa.ge
pairs is transmitted over the channel, then the total amount of mutual information 112 from
terminal 1 to terminal 2 equals

112 =M1M2 Iog(M1 ) - 1 12 ,3atJed (3.2)

At terminal 2 only the uncertainty in the strips has not been resolved, while each strip of
size p includes an amount of mutual information equal to

Idrip~(p) = #(p, 1) x p log(p)

Therefore the amount of saved-up information equals
M 1 M 1

1 12,.atJed =L l"rip.(p) =L #(p, 1) x plog(p)
p=2 p=2
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Combination of formulas (3.2) and (3.4) gives

M1

112 = M1M2 log(Md - E #(p, 1) x plog(p)
p=2

(3.5)

If we denote the total number of transmissions in a save-up strategy by N( MI, M 2 , s),
then the rate R 12 can be evaluated as

(3.6)

And correspondently the rate R21 in the other direction equals

(3.7)

In the remaining of this chapter we will once again only consider symmetrical subdivisions
of an M x M square. It may be clear that equation (3.8) holds for any of these symmetrical
subdivisions.

#(1,i)=#(i,1), i=2,3, ...,M (3.8)

This equation means that strips of a certain length can be found pairwise in a symmetrical
subdivision of an M x M square. In case of M1=M2=M the situation of equal rates in both
directions is attained, since formulas (3.6) and (3.7) cannot be distinguished anymore. The
rate becomes

M
M 2 log(M) - L #(1,i) x ilog(i)

R=RI2 =R21 = N(~~M,s) (3.9)

Finally, the following equation holds for the total number of transmissions in the save-up
strategy.

M

N(M, M, s) = N(M,M) - 2E #(1, i) x N(1, i)
;=2

Ezample (Save-up stmtegy corresponding to M=4)

(3.10)

In for example [10] and [19] one can come across N(4,4) = 54 and thus R = 0.59259 for
the optimal subdivision of the 4 x 4 square into basic squares. The optimal subdivision of the
4 x 4 square for a save-up strategy is given in figure 3.3.

For this subdivision it can easily be verified that

• N(4,4,s)=50

• #(1,2)=#(2,1)=1
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00 100 1100 111

Figure 3.3: The save-up strategy for M =4

Substitution of these values in formula (3.9) delivers a rate of

R = 4
2

Iog(4) - 2 = ~ > 0.59259
50 5

(3.11)

This is the simplest example of a strategy, where saving-up a domino increases the rate.

The next theorem gives a decisive answer to the question when saving-up dominos and
strips improves the rate.

Theorem 1 Saving-up an extra strip improves the rote of a two-way channel coding strategy
corresponding to a symmetrical subdivision of the Mx M square if and only if the rote of this
strip is lower than the rote of the subdivision of the Mx M square in which this particular strip
is subdivided.

Proof: The rate of a save-up strategy can be written as function of the number of strips,
Le.

M
M 2 1og(M) - E #(l,i) X ilog(i)

R = R[#(l,j)/i = 2,3, ... ,M] = .'-:-·~~2-----

N(M,M) - 2 E #(1,i) X N(I,i)
i=2

Now define the variable a as

M

a ~ L #(1, i) X ilog(i)
i=2

and b as
M

b~ 2L#(I,i) X N(I,i)
i=2

(3.12)

(3.13)

(3.1.4)

Then saving-up one extra (1, k )-piece, k = 2,3, ... , M gives a change in rate t:.RIe of

t:.R = M 2 Iog(M)-klog(k)-a _ M 2 Iog(M)-a
Ie N(M,M) - 2N(I,k) - b N(M,M) - b
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bklog(k) - N(M,M)klog(k) + 2N(I,k)M2 10g(M) - 2aN(I,k)
(.)x( ..)

(3.16)

(3.17)
M 2 10g(M) - a > k log(k)
N(M, M) - b - 2N(t, k)

Now requiring this change in rate!:lRj: to be greater than or equal to zero results in the
constraint

under the condition that
N(M,M) ~ 2N(I,k) +b (3.18)

The left side of equation (3.17) equals the rate of the strategy without saving-up this extra
strip of size k, while the right side denotes the rate of the strip.

o

Corollary 1 Saving-up strips always improves the rate for relevant two-way channel coding
strategies corresponding to symmetrical subdivisions of the Mx M square.

Proof: Subdivision of a strip corresponds to using the two-way channel in only one
direction and thus the rate of this subdivision can never exceed the time-sharing limit of a
half bit per transmission. Therefore from theorem 1 it can be concluded that the rate of a
subdivision, in which strips are considered to be saved-up has to be greater than or equal to
a half. These schemes are of course the only interesting ones.

o

Now application of this method of saving-up strips to the subdivions found by vdLeur in
[19] yields the results listed in table 3.1. The only kind of strips occuring in the subdivisions
of van der Leur are dominos, since in subdivisions up to basic squares one tries to avoid strips
as much as possible. The earlier mentioned AXE-program has been extended by Bloemen
with this save-up option and in this way the tabulated results are verified.

Comparison of these rates to the rates listed in table 2.1 shows that saving-up dominos
can raise the rate considerably. Especially for M =16, where the inner bound of 0.61695 is
nearly exceeded, this save-up method works well. This can be explained after realising that
the subdivision of the 17 X 17 square into basic rectangles with a rate of R=0.61079 found
by vdLeur is that good, because of the fact that the number of dominos is relatively low.
However if these dominos can be saved-up after all, the rate of the division with the highest
number of dominos will increase most rapidly.

Now immediately the following questions arise

• can this save-up method also be applied to other shapes than strips only?

• should the M X M square be subdivided differently if this save-up method can be used?

In the next sections we will give an answer to these questions.
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Table 3.1: Saving-up dominos in the subdivisions of vdLeur

M N(M,M,s) #(1,2) RM
4 50 1 0.60000
5 98 0 0.59233
6 145 3 0.60040
7 222 2 0.60162
8 319 0 0.60188
9 403 6 0.60735
10 532 5 0.60563
11 658 8 0.61184
12 836 3 0.61033
13 993 9 0.61166
14 1191 10 0.60977
15 1395 13 0.61151
16 1583 24 0.61655
17 1862 18 0.61508

3.2 Generalization to rectangles

In the previous section the concept of saving-up dominos was treated. From now on every
rectangle in the subdivision of the M X M square is considered to be saved-up. Now theorem
2, which can be seen as a generalization of theorem 1, gives a definite answer to the question
whether is makes sense to save-up a certain rectangle.

Theorem 2 Every rectangle, present in a symmetrical subdivision of an Mx M square, that
is subdivided with a rate lower than the rate of the coding strategy corresponding to this
subdivision of the MxM square, can be saved-up, such that the rate of the scheme improves.

Proof: Let the rate of a coding strategy, that subdivides an M x M square up to arbitrary
rectangles, be equal to the quotient of the amount of transmitted mutual information I and
the total number of transmissions NM.

(3.19)

Suppose a rectangle is still subdivided by sending an amount of mutual information p in
q transmissions, so that the rate is equal to

p
Rrect = -

q
(3.20)

Let R:trat be the rate of the strategy in which this rectangle is saved-up, then an improve
ment in rate is obtained if and only if

_I_-_p_ > _1_
NM-q - NM
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{:> ~>!!. 1\ NM>q
N M - q -

{:> R.trat ~ Rreet

(3.22)

(3.23)

o

The previous theorem can be exercised after realizing that the first step in the subdivision
of the M x M square is roughly the same for all values of M, because the first division always
results in a square of size about ~M and the proper L-shape. The rate achievable with this
smaller aM x aM square is conjectured to be smaller than the rate that can be obtained
with the bigger M X M square. Otherwise it would not even be possible to achieve higher
rates with squares of size about one and a half times bigger, whereas with the growing of the
square size the rate has to approximate the capacity of the BMC closer and closer.

Conjecture 3 There exists a subdivision of the MxM square that corresponds to a "good"
coding strategy, such that the rate that can be achieved with the Mx M square is at least equal
to the rate of the smaller aM x aM square that arises after the first division.

Now another shape has been found that can be saved-up and the rates of the earlier
strategies that used the save-up method on strips only, can be improved. The shapes that
can be saved-up are illustrated in figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4: Saving-up strips and a smaller square

The rate of a save-up strategy can now, similarily to previous derivations, be calculated
by

M
M 2 Iog(M) - L #(l,i) x ilog(i) - (aM)2 Iog(aM)

R = i=2
M

N(M,M) - 2 L #(l,i) x N(l,i) - N(aM,aM)
i=2
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Ezample (Extended save-up method for M=4J

The new subdivision of the 4 X 4 square using the save-up method for the dominos and
the 3 X 3 square is depicted in figure 3.5.

011 010 00 00

I
I
I

010 1 1: 1
I

I I

~-----+------~-------~--_._-I I
I I
I I

00 I 1 I 1
I I
I I
I I------ -------T-------~------
I I
I I

00 : 1 : 1
I I
I I

Figure 3.5: The optimal save-up stratgy for M=4

Application of formula 3.24 delivers a rate

R = 4
2

10g(4) - 2 - 3
2

10g(3) = 0.60521> 0.60000
26 -

(3.25)

Without searching for new subdivisions of the M X M square the discovery above can be
applied to the subdivisions found by vdLeur [19]. This yields the results listed in table 3.2.

Observe that the result in table 3.2 for M =5 is not in disagreement with conjecture 3,
since there exists another subdivision of the 5 X 5 square into basic rectangles with rate
R=0.59233, while saving-up a domino in this subdivision delivers a rate of R=0.59626 and by
also saving-up the 3 X 3 square a rate of R=0.59690 can be achieved.

From table 3.2 it can be concluded that the Shannon inner bound of 0.61695 can already
be crossed with a subdivision of the 11 X 11 square.

For M=16 and M=17 also rates have been found that exceed the Shannon inner bound.
The rate R=0.61990 bit per transmission corresponding to the subdivision ofthe 16x 16 square
is even higher than the rate found in [11] of 0.61914. Tolhuizen has proven rigorously that
the rate of 0.61914 can be achieved with variable length strategies and zero-error probability
[18]. Now a constructive scheme has been found that even performs better.

From these results it can be concluded that the save-up method for arbitrary rectangles
yields a powerfull tool to obtain high-rate constructive strategies.

3.3 Changing the subdivision of the M x M square and saving
up other shapes

The results in the previous section were produced, without making any changes to already
known subdivisions. Now the earlier posed question whether a different subdivison ofthe M X

M square can yield better results for save-up strategies still has to be answered. Presumable
we will have to consider other subdivisions of the M X M square, the more so as there exists
no need anymore to avoid high-rate subdivisions that result in rectangular forms.
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Table 3.2: Saving-up strips and the smaller square in the subdivisions of vdLeur

M N(M,M,s) #(1,2) aM RM
3 17 0 2 0.60380
4 26 1 3 0.60521
5 74 0 3 0.59167
6 95 2 4 0.60062
7 172 1 4 0.60210
8 221 0 5 0.60612
9 258 3 6 0.61126
10 310 3 7 0.60849
11 436 6 7 0.61704
12 517 3 8 0.61554
13 590 3 9 0.61459
14 659 5 10 0.61312
15 863 8 10 0.61513
16 925 16 11 0.61990
17 1026 15 12 0.61895

For the verification of this surmise once again the indispensability of the AX£-program
will become evident. First Bloemen has build in the option to subdivide an M x M square
up to arbitrary rectangles and experimenting with this version subsequently yielded better
results for new subdivisions. Results that will be presented in the last section of this chapter.

Thus the AX£-program has answered the question whether the subdivision of the M X M
square should be changed to obtain optimal results for save-up strategies in the affirmative
and also gives the possibility to do so.

However, an option in the AX£-program to apply the save-up method in its most general
form, which means that in the subdivision of the M X M square no shapes are present with
a rate lower than the rate of the final coding strategy, has not been realized yet. Also the
question remains whether these kind of save-up strategies are constructive. Although, van
Overveld [21] has already proven that the rates of these strategies are achievable on the BMC.

The next section will be devoted to the realization of save-up strategies that correspond
to subdivisions of the M X M square up to rectangles.

3.4 Realization of save-up strategies

In this section will be enunciated how the remaining uncertainty in saved-up rectangulars can
be transmitted with the rate of the strategy. This principle will be explained in the light of
the strategy corresponding to the subdivision of the 4 X 4 square with saving-up one domino
for each direction as depicted in figure 3.3.

Suppose that this scheme is used for long term communication between two terminals. In
on the average one-eight of the number of transmitted message pairs the strategy will end up
in a horizontal domino and in one-eight of the instances end up in a vertical one.
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Table 3.3: The encoding functions Xl and X2

Xl X2 Xl Yl Y2 X2
A A 11 D A A 11 D
A B 10 C A B 10 C
B A 01 B B A 01 B
B B 00 A B B 00 A

For normal communication, messages are chosen from message set M = {A,B,C,D}. In
the case of ending up in a domino, according to the strategy in figure 3.3 the message pairs
will be (A,D),(B,D),(D,A) or (B,D).

Let Xl,X2,Yl,Y2 E {A,B} and define two encoding functions Xl at terminal 1 and X2 at
terminal 2

Xl: (xl,D) X (X2,D) - {A,B,C,D}

X2: (D'Yl) x (D'Y2) - {A,B,C,D}

(3.26)

(3.27)

Now at each terminal two saved-up messages can be encoded to one extra message. There
exists a decoding function </>, such that transmission of the extra message pair resolves the
remaining uncertainty at both terminals, that is defined by

</>: {A,B,C,D} x {A,B,C,D} - (Xl x X2 X Yl x Y2) (3.28)

Suppose that saved-up messages are encoded according to the functions reflected in table
3.3. By means of the decoding function in table 3.4 the remaining uncertainty is resolved in
one blow at both terminals. An example is given in figure 3.6. In this figure we assume there
were four earlier applications of the strategy ending up in a domino.

The amount of saved-up information in each direction, when two horizontal and two
vertical dominos are resolved equals

(3.29)

Transmission of one extra message pair solves in each direction an amount of information
equal to

I,ol"ed =log2(4) = 2 bit (3.30)

Therefore after saving-up two dominos of each kind the remaining uncertainty can be
transmitted by sending one extra message pair at the rate of the scheme. Notice that trans
mission of the remaining uncertainty can end up in a domino again.

The scheme presented above can be implemented easily, since both ends only have to
administrate when the subdivision terminates in a domino, look-up the proper encoding and
transmit and decode an extra messagepair. More over, they know exactly when both sides
have saved-up enough dominos to transmit an extra message pair.

Similar realization schemes can be designed for other save-up strategies corresponding
to subdivisions of the M X M square up to arbitrary rectangles. However more practical
problems arise when rectangles cannot be fitted along the M x M square exactly. These
problems are subject of further research.
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Table 3.4: The decoding function </>

XIX2 </>

XIX2 YIY2

AA 0000 BB BB
AB 0001 BB BA
AC 0010 BB AB
AD 0011 BB AA
BA 0100 BA BB
BB 0101 BA BA
BC 0110 BA AB
BD 0111 BA AA
CA 1000 AB BB
CB 1001 AB BA
CC 1010 AB AB
CD 1011 AB AA
DA 1100 AA BB
DB 1101 AA BA
DC 1110 AA AB
DD 1111 AA AA

3.5 Survey of results

The highest rates obtained with save-up strategies so far are the subdivisions of the M x M
square up to rectangles. These results are presented in table 3.5.

The subdivisions for M =3,4,... ,7 correspond to discrete versions of Schalkwijk's original
strategy achieving 0.61914 as rate [11], which also can be seen from the depths listed in table
3.5. Therefore optimization of these strategies will yield the rate of Schalkwijk's original
scheme.

The Shannon inner bound of 0.61695 has now been exceeded with a coding strategy
corresponding to a subdivision of the 6 X 6 square. Our best results so far are the subdivision
of the 16 x 16 square achieving a rate of 0.62402 bit per transmission in each direction and
the subdivision for M =24 achieving 0.62475 as rate.

Thus new constuctive coding strategies have been found and optimization of the strategies
in table 3.5 will further boost up the rate. However, table 3.5 only consists of the results that
have been found the past few months and therefore continued searching for new save-up
strategies might improve some of the results in the table above. Also the table could be
supplied with results for new values of M.
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Figure 3.6: Solving uncertainty with the rate of the scheme

Table 3.5: Saving-up rectangles for subdivisions of M X M squares

M aM Info a N(M,M,s) RM Depth
3 2 20.5 17 0.60380 3
4 3 31.5 26 0.60521 3
5 3 59.6 49 0.60783 3
6 4 79.1 64 0.61795 3
7 5 104.0 85 0.61179 3
8 5 231.9 188 0.61676 5
9 6 270.9 219 0.61845 5
10 7 324.7 263 0.61737 6
11 7 504.6 407 0.61984 6
12 8 587.0 472 0.62178 6
13 9 655.7 527 0.62212 6
14 10 730.1 588 0.62080 6
15 10 902.6 725 0.62249 7
16 11 984.7 789 0.62402 7
17 12 1161.6 933 0.62248 7
18 12 1303.6 1046 0.62314 7
24 17 2304.1 1844 0.62475 8

°The total amount of mutual information transmitted in one direction.
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Chapter 4

Discrete strategies with
bootstrapping

4.1 Bootstrapping employed to the 3 x 3 square

Consider the subdivision of the 3 x 3 square corresponding to the save-up strategy depicted
in figure 4.1. The L-shape arising after the first division in this resolution of the 3 x 3 square
is progressively subdivided into basic squares. However in [12] it has been demonstrated that
this L-shape can be divided at the rate of the strategy. For this purpose a number of these
L-shapes have to be collected and subsequently can be dealed with each of these L-shapes
one by one at the rate of the strategy. After execution of this free division the subdivision of
the remaining shapes can be continued in the conventional way. Now the subdivision of the
3 x 3 square corresponding to this bootstrap strategy is depicted in figure 4.2.

3 2 1 o 3 2 1 o
3

2

1

o

011 010 00

010 1 I 1I

--+--
00 1 I 1I

3

2

1

o

01 00 0

00 1 I 1I

-- +--
0 1 I 1I

Figure 4.1: Save-up strategy for M =3 Figure 4.2: Bootstrap strategy for M =3

The rate of the bootstrap strategy corresponding to the subdivision in figure 4.2 equals

6he) +2h( 1)
R = 3 2 = 0.62581 > 0.60380

12
(4.1)

Hence, by means of this technique the rate of the strategy corresponding to the subdivision
of the 3 x 3 square has been boosted up significantly.

In the next section we will explain for which shapes, occuring in the subdivision of an
arbitrary M 1 X M 2 rectangle, in principle a division with the rate of the strategy can be
made and we will catch on the reason lying behind bootstrapping. In the sections thereafter
the application of bootstrapping to the subdivision of an arbitrary M 1 X M 2 rectangle will
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be elaborated. Eventually, before turning over to the results, we will go further into the
bootstrap technique.

4.2 Shapes to which bootstrapping can be applied

In [12] more or less it was already indicated that the bootstrap technique can be used whenever
dependencies exist between the messages at both sides of the channel. This result is based
on the fact that the Slepian and Wolf data compression theorem [16] can be applied to all
shapes with this property as we will elaborate in this section.

Suppose that source B1 generates equiprobable messages ml E M 1 = {I, 2, ...,Md at
terminal 1 and at the other end source B2 generates messages m2 E M 2 = {I, 2, ..., M 2} with
equal probability.

First a number of definitions is introduced that modify and supplement the mathematical
notations for the AXE-program in [7] and [9].

Definition 1 The message square M 1 X M 2 is the cartesian product

(4.2)

The message square was earlier illustrated in figure 2.2.

Definition 2 P(M 1 X M 2 ) is the set of all subsets of the message square M 1 X M 2 •

Definition 3 S is a shape ¢} S E P(M 1 X M 2 )

Therefore the total number of shapes equals

The probability p(x,y) of each message pair (x,y) E M 1 X M 2 in a shape S equals

(4.3)

p(x,y) = { ~
lSI

if (x, y) ¢ S
if(x, y) E S

(4.4)

which means that all message pairs are equiprobable.

Definition 4 Let a shape S = Sl U S2, then shape S is disconnected if and only if there exist
two shapes Sl and S2' such that

(4.5)

Definition 5 S is a connected shape if and only if the shape S cannot be partitioned further
into disconnected shapes.

Therefore each disconnected shape S can be partitioned in a number of connected shapes.
Figure 4.3 shows a disconnected shape that has been partitioned into two connected shapes.

Definition 6 The envelope c of a connected shape S is the size of the smallest rectangular
shape R, such that S<'; R.
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Figure 4.3: A disconnected shape composed of two connected shapes

The value of the envelope of the disconnected shape in figure 4.3 is 25. The values of the
envelope of the two connected shapes equal 4 and 9, respectively.

Now with the definitions of connectedness and the envelope of a connected shape S the
presence of correlation in this shape can be verified by means of the following theorem.

Theorem 3 Sources 8 1 and B 2 are correlated for the subdivision of a connected shape S
<=> lSI < €

Proof: Suppose shape S has to be subdivided and let

(4.6)

and
€ = M 1M 2

From the definition of the sources B1 and B2 we have

(4.7)

(4.8)

(4.9)

and B1 and B2 are uncorrelated. However if lSI < M 1M 2, then p(ml,m2) = I~I. Hence

(4.10)

and B 1 and B2 are correlated.

o

From now on the presence of correlation in a connected shape can easily be verified by
means oftheorem 3. For all shapes other than squares the Slepian and Wolf data compression
theorem [16] for correlated sources B 1 and B2 can be applied to the subdivision of a correlated
shape S. The configuration of the encoder and decoder at terminal 2, necessary to accomplish
the compression, is illustrated in figure 4.4.

In case of m~ = ml and m; = m2, which obviously means that the encoders in figure 4.4
are not used, a total amount of mutual information equal to

(4.11)
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Figure 4.4: Encoder and decoder configuration at terminal 2

has to be transmitted to resolve the uncertainty at terminal 2. However, if sources B1 and B 2

are correlated, then according to Slepian and Wolf [16] only an amount of mutual information
equal to

H(mllm2) +H(m2) (4.12)

has to be transmitted. If we restrict ourselves again to the BMC, where H(m2) = 0 at decoder
2 since each terminal known its own input, then only an uncertainty equal to

(4.13)

has to be resolved. Similarily to decoder 1 only an amount of mutual information equal to

(4.14)

has to be transmitted. The encoders have to encode the number of H(ml) +H(m2) bits to
a number of H(mtlm2) +H(m:dmd bits.

Now it has been demonstrated that is possible to reduce the amount of mutual information
that has to be transmitted for every correlated shape S occuring in the subdivision of an
M 1 x M2 rectangle. The decoders have to be able to resolve all uncertainty and therefore the
compression is liable to the conditions

H(J(ml» = H(m~) ~ H(mdm2)

H(g(m2» = H(m;) ~ H(m2lmd

(4.15)

(4.16)

Finally, we arrive at the conclusion that bootstrapping can be applied to every correlated
shape, i.e. in the subdivision of every shape, for which Slepian and Wolf data compression [16]
is possible. The next section will be devoted to the question which divisions of a correlated
shape can be carried out as bootstrap divisions?

4.3 Which divisions are bootstrap divisions?

In the previous section we showed that all correlated shapes can be improved upon. This
section will be devoted to the question how can bootstrapping be applied to the division of a
correlated shape in the subdivision of an M 1 x M2 rectangle?
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The foundation of the bootstrap technique is that a dependent shape can be divided at
the rate of the strategy itself, which means that this particular division does not effect the
rate. Furthermore, if this bootstrap division can be carried out in such a way that the shapes
arising after this free division can be subdivided at a rate higher than the rate ofthe original
shape, then an improved scheme is obtained.

Now the question that needs to be answered is which divisions are bootstrap divisions or
which divisions can be carried out at the rate of the strategy? For this purpose consider the
subdivisions in figure 4.5 and 4.6. In figure 4.5 the effect of sending a zero when message D
is being transmitted is that the information flow from the other terminal is being masked: it
is impossible to distinguish between the messages from the other terminal. However, sending
a zero for message A in figure 4.6 does not mask any of the information that has been
transmitted by the other end at all, since the information from the other terminal still can
be determined from the channel output and the terminals own channel input corresponding
to message A. With this difference in the back of our mind it can be stated that a division
can be performed at the rate of the strategy if each terminal sends its messages in such a way
that the information flow from the other end comes through. To describe this criterion in a
mathematical notation two more definitions are given.

DeB A
o 1 1 0

DeB A
1 1 1 0

D 0

C 1

B 1

A 0

0 0 0 0

0 1 1 0

0 1

0 0

D 1

C 1

B 1

A 0

1 1 1 0

1 1 1 0

1 1

0 0

Figure 4.5: Not a bootstrap division Figure 4.6: A bootstrap division

Definition 7 Let a shape S ~ M 1 X M 2 , then the input vector at terminal 1 is

(4.17)

and
(4.18)

is the input vector at terminal 2. These two vectors uniquely describe the division of shape S.

Definition 8 Let () be the set of possible channel output symbols, and o(x, y) be the channel
output function defined by

(4.19)

The value of channel output function o(x, y) of a multiplying channel corresponding to message
pair (x, y) E S equals

(4.20)

The value of the channel output o(x,y) can take on one of two different values for the
BMC. For an n-ary two-way channel the number of different channel input- and output
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symbols equals n. By means of these definitions the above in words described criterion on
whether a division can be carried out at the rate of the strategy can be formulated as follows.

Bootstrap criterion: A division corresponding to a correlated shape S and two input
vectors 11 and 12 can be carried out at the rate of the strategy (Le. it is a bootstrap division)
if and only if the following constraint holds for the subdivision at terminal 2.

(4.21)

and similarily at terminal 1

(4.22)

Notice that the division in figure 4.6 satisfies the bootstrap criterion, while the division
in figure 4.5 is recognized not to be a bootstrap division.

The bootstrap criterion implies for the BMC that any division corresponding to deleting
a horizontal and/or a vertical strip from a correlated shape is a bootstrap division as for
example illustrated in figure 4.7.

r - - ,

r -----
I
I
I 1-+
I
I
I

Figure 4.7: Deleting a vertical and a horizontal strip in a division for the BMC

4.4 Computing the rate of a bootstrap strategy

The question that arises next is how can the rate of a bootstrap strategy actually be computed
or what modifications should be made to earlier derived rate calculations? Suppose, an
M 1 X M 2 rectangle is subdivided up to arbitrary shapes in a number of D divisions and with
each division j, j == 1,2, ..., D an amount of mutual information equal to h,,(j) is send with
Ndi,,(j) transmissions. Clearly, the rate R. trat ,. of this subdivision equals

D

E Idi,,(j)
j=l

R. trat ,. == -'-:D=-----

E Ndi,,(j)
j=1

(4.23)

In order to obtain the rate of the bootstrap strategy a set of divisions B is introduced. The
divisions in this set satisfy the bootstrap criterion and are also carried out as bootstrap
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divisions.

B = {iii = 1,2, ..., D 1\ division j is carried out as a bootstrap division} (4.24)

The divisions in the set B do not have to be taken into account in the computation of the
rate and therefore the rate of the bootstrap strategy R.trot,b equals

D

E hv(j)
j=1

j~ S
R.trot,b = -D.,......----

E Ndiv(j)
;=1
US

(4.25)

Note that actually carrying out every division that satisfies the bootstrap criterion as a
bootstrap division not necessarily means that the best possible coding scheme is obtained.
This will also become clear after the following example, where we compute the rate of the
strategy in figure 4.2 with formula (4.25).

Ezample (Computing R.trot,b for M=3)

From figure 4.1 it can be seen that

2
hv(1) = 6h(3) 1\ Ndiv (l) = 9

2
hv(2) = 3h(3) 1\ Ndiv (2) = 5

1
Idiv (3) =2h(2) 1\ Ndiv (3) = 3

(4.26)

(4.27)

(4.28)

(4.29)

From the bootstrap criterion it follows tha.t division 2 and 3 are bootstrap divisions, but we
choose B = {2}. The corresponding subdivision of the 3 x 3 square has earlier been illustrated
in figure 4.2. With formula (4.25) we obtain a rate of

R = hv(l) + Idiv (3) =0 62581
.trot,b Ndiv (l) +Ndiv (3) .

In case of B = {2, 3}, we obtain a save-up strategy (i.e. we save-up an arbitrary shape) with
a. rate equal to

(4.30)

We can also look at bootstrapping from another point of view, i.e. adapt the subdivision
of an M 1 X M 2 rectangle in such a way that the bootstrap technique is used in a optimal
way. To obtain results according to this principle the AXt'-program has been modified for
bootstrapping, so that each correlated shape can be reformed by means of a bootstrap division
in a number of shapes that can be further subdivided at a higher rate, so that eventually a
better strategy is obtained. However, do not be deceived! Improving the rate of a correlated
shape in the subdivision of an M 1 X M 2 rectangle does not automatically guarantuee the rate
of the resulting coding strategy to be higher as we will show in the next section.
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4.5 Replacing the subdivision of a shape

In order to obtain an optimal coding strategy we could try to improve the subdivision of a
particular shape occuring in the subdivision of an M 1 X M 2 rectangle. In this section we will
show under which condition a higher rate coding strategy is obtained.

Suppose, the rate of a strategy R,trat can be calculated as the quotient of the total amount
of mutual information Itotal and the total number of transmissions Ntotal

R
_ Itotal

,trat - N
total

(4.31)

Suppose, a shape S is subdivided by sending an amount of information Is in N s transmissions
and furthermore that this shape can also be subdivided by sending an amount of information
equal to I~ in N~ transmissions. Replacement of the subdivision of shape S by the other
subdivision leads to a strategy with an improved rate if and only if

Itotal - Is + I~ Itotal
~----..,..-----",:->--

Ntotal - N s + N~ Ntotal
(4.32)

(4.33)

From rewriting formula (4.32) it follows that replacement of the subdivision with rate

Is

N s

by the subdivision with rate
I~

N~

yields a higher rate coding strategy if and only if

(4.34)

(4.35)

Consequently, if an M 1 X M 2 rectangle is progessively subdivided into basic squares, which
implies Is = I~ for each subdivision of a shape S, then logically a higher rate can be achieved
if N~ < N s . Finally, formula (4.35) shows that a higher rate subdivision of a certain shape
does not lead unconditionally to a higher rate coding strategy.

4.6 Realization of bootstrap divisions

Before turning over to the results we will devote more attention to the question how can a
division actually be carried out at the rate of the strategy? The answer to this question was
already given in [12], where the bootstrap technique was introduced. However, for the sake
of completeness first we digress on bootstrapping.

Suppose, an infinite number of independent message pairs is transmitted between the two
terminals. More over, the uncertainty for a number of M of these message pairs will be
resolved by means of a certain bootstrap division (at the rate of the strategy). In order to
transmit all messages, that require a bootstrap division, the following steps have to be taken.

1. In the consecutive subdivision of an M1 X M2 rectangle start on with a new message
pair as soon as an arbitrary bootstrap division has to be performed until a number of
M message pairs that require this bootstrap division has been collected.
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2. Use Slepian and Wolf encoding [16] to get rid of the correlation in the shape S that is
chosen to be subdivided with bootstrapping. According to section 4.2 each message pair
(ml' m2) requires on the average the transmission of an amount of mutual information
equal to

(4.36)

3. Send at the rate of the strategy an amount of mutual information equal to

(4.37)

4. Perform the subdivision of shape S at the rate of the strategy, so that this division does
not have to be taken into account.

5. Continue with the transmission of the M collected message pairs (m., m2) or equiva
lently continue for each message pair with the subdivision of the remaining subset of
the message square.

Clearly, there can occur a number of different bootstrap divisions in the subdivision of
the M 1 x M 2 rectangle. In that case the steps described above have to be performed for each
shape seperately. Also the saved-up method can be used to deal with rectangular shapes in
a subdivision, so that the positive effect of the bootstrap technique on the rate of a strategy
will be overrided as least as possible by uncorrelated shapes.

4.7 Survey of results

The results of bootstrapping combined with the save-up method for rectangles applied to the
subdivision of M x M squares are given in table 4.1. In the table we listed the best strategies
that have been found so far with depth 2 and depth 4. The results are obtained with the
version of the AX£-program extended with bootstrapping.

The first strategy performing better than a discrete version on a M x M grid of the scheme
presented in [12] was found for M=8 and is given in figure 4.7.

It is remarkable that for M =13 a coding strategy with depth 2 has been found with a rate
equal to 0.63050 bit per transmission. This value is close to the rate of the optimal depth 2
strategy (i.e. with a rate of 0.63056) found in [12].

It has been shown that the depth 2 strategy with a rate of 0.63056 is not optimal for the
BMC [13] and therefore it should be possible to find higher rates with higher depth strategies.
It is our goal to find such strategies.
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Table 4.1: Bootstrapping in subdivisions of M X M squares

M aM a Info b NC RM
d De aM Info N RM D

3 2 7.509775 12 0.62581 2 - - - - -
4 3 11.735335 19 0.61765 2 - - - - -
5 3 22.564260 37 0.60984 2 3 37.419010 62 0.60353 4
6 4 27.548875 44 0.62611 2 4 44.893860 73 0.61498 4
7 5 35.718995 57 0.62665 2 5 55.719000 90 0.61910 4
8 5 52.741620 85 0.62050 2 5 81.380465 131 0.62122 4
9 6 64.152235 102 0.62984 2 6 90.300860 144 0.62709 4

10 7 76.254620 121 0.63020 2 7 102.40324 163 0.62824 4
11 8 88.955140 142 0.62644 2 8 115.10376 184 0.62556 4
12 8 115.74279 184 0.62904 2 8 160.14658 255 0.62803 4
13 9 131.77391 209 0.63050 2 9 176.17771 280 0.62921 4
14 10 148.42327 236 0.62891 2 10 192.82706 307 0.62810 4
15 10 182.34280 290 0.62877 2 10 246.13327 392 0.62789 4
16 11 202.30120 321 0.63022 2 11 266.09162 423 0.62906 4

°The size of the square resulting after the first division.
bThe total amount of mutual information transmitted in one direction.
cThe total number of transmissions.
dThe rate of the strategy.
"The depth of the strategy.

':~ijii: ooOl.llil·I.II'[IIII)\

0060 11·1.li[~lli·I·:.

Figure 4.8: The combined bootstrap and save-up strategy for M =8, R=0.62122
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Chapter 5

On optimization of discrete
strategies

5.1 Optimization of strategies on the 3 x 3 square

In the previous chapter, that deals with discrete strategies and bootstrapping, we have tried to
find the optimal subdivision of the M x M square, in order to obtain optimal coding strategies
for different values of M. For example, we found the subdivision depicted in figure 4.2 for
M =3. The depth of this subdivision equals 2 and the rate corresponding to this subdivision
is 0.62581 bit per transmission. Subsequently, we found for increasing values of M a number
of coding strategies that also have depth 2, but have rates higher than the 0.62581 rate as
can be seen from table 4.1. Comparing these depth 2 coding strategies for different values of
M leads to the conclusion that there is no essential difference between these coding strategies
at all! The one and only difference between all depth 2 coding strategies is that each strategy
has its own distinct thresholds (i.e. parameters that fix the subdivision). Therefore it can be
concluded that the rate of the strategy can be optimized by increasing the value of M and
by carrying out the subdivision in a similar way and according to the same strategy, but on
a finer grid.

However, optimization of a discrete strategy in this manner (i.e. by varying discrete
thresholds) will only lead asymptotically, with respect to the value of M, to the maximal rate
achievable with the strategy. Therefore, this absolute maximum can only be found by making
use of continuous thresholds in a unit square. In the remainder of this section, we will optimize
two different discrete strategies on the 3 x 3 square using continuous thresholds. Furthermore,
we will investigate the loss of accuracy that is caused by using discrete thresholds instead of
continuous thresholds in the optimization process.

The save-up strategy for M =3 Initially, we will optimize the save-up strategy for M =3
that has been illustrated in figure 4.1. This strategy is once more depicted in figure 5.1, but
this time with the continuous threshold parameters a and b. Note, we obtain the save-up
strategy for M =3, if we choose a = ~ and b = ~.

First, we derive the equations for the average amount of mutual information and the
average number of transmissions for each of the three divisions. For the first division, we
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Figure 5.1: Optimization with continuous threshold parameters of the save-up stategy with
M=3

have
i 1 = ah(a)

nl = 1

Subsequently, for the second division in this strategy, follows

i 2 = (l-a)h(l-b)

n2 = 1- a
2

Finally, for the thirth division, we obtain

(5.1)

(5.2)

(5.3)

(5.4)

(5.6)

(5.5)
I-a

ia = (1 - a)( 1 - b)h( 1 _ b)

na = (1 - a)2 +2(1 - a)(l - b)

The rate follows with the equations above and equals

i 1 + i 2 + ia ah(a) + (1- a)[h(l- b) + (1- b)hn=:)] (5.7)
R8U (a, b) = = )( )nl + n2 + na 1 + 2(1 - a 2 - b

Finally, the optimal rate Rmo:.: that can be achieved with this strategy can be computed
with the following constrained maximization.

Hmo:.: = maxR8U (a,b) = 0.619139971_=0.07670966
0<_< 1 6=0.47466697
0<6<_

(5.8)

The optimal subdivision resulting from this maximization is also depicted in figure 5.1.
Notice, we just found the 1982 rate [11] that first crossed Shannon's inner bound of 0.61695.
In order to determine the price that has to be paid in rate for using an M x M square
instead of a unit square, we will compare this optimal depth 3 strategy with the depth 3 save
up strategies listed in table 3.5. The optimal depth 3 subdivision for M =3 achieves a rate
of 0.60380 bit per transmission, while for M =6 a subdivision has been found that achieves
0.61795 bit per transmission. More over, for M =9 a strategy has been found that performs at
a rate of 0.61844 bit per transmission. Therefore it can be concluded that even with smaller
values of M the maximal achievable rate of 0.61914 bit per transmission can be approximated
very close.
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(5.9)
i1 + i3 ah(a) +(1- a)(l- b)h(~=:)

Rb( a, b) = = ---::----,---.,.....,....-----:".,....:-.:....
n1 +n3 a2 +2(1- a)(l- b)

The bootstrap strategy for M =3 Lastly, the bootstrap strategy for M =3 that achieves
a rate of 0.62581 bit per transmission, with which we started this section, will be optimized.
This strategy can be optimized by means of the same parameters a and b that have been
used for the optimization of the save-up strategy for M =3. In figure 5.2 the subdivision
with continuous parameters has been illustrated and it follows that the rate of this bootstrap
strategy equals

The optimal value of the rate can in this case be computed with the following constrained
optimization.

Rma:r: = max Rb( a, b) = 0.630555261.=0.690698300<.< 1 b=0.46926264O<b<.
(5.10)

Notice, this is the 1983 rate [12]. The subdivision corresponding to this optimal depth 2
strategy is depicted in figure 5.2.

1 a b o 1 o
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Figure 5.2: Optimization with continuous threshold parameters of the bootstrap stategy with
M=3

In order to investigate the difference between optimization of this strategy by means of
discrete or continuous thresholds, we will submit the just optimized function Rb(a, b), defined
by

Rb(a,b): [0,1] x [O,a] -+ [0,1], (5.11)

to a closer investigation. For this purpose, consider the plot of Rb( a, b) as function ofthe two
variables a and b that has been given in figure 5.3. For fixed values of b we look into a tunnel
of a combination of two entropy functions as can be seen from formula 5.9. Furthermore, it
can be seen that the function Rb(a,b) is a concave function with one global maximum.

Next, we consider the equal rate lines, defined by

Rb(a, b) = n X constant, n = 0, 1, ...,24 (5.12)

These lines represent for each value of n all strategies that achieve the rate n x constant. The
equal rate lines are depicted in figure 5.4.

The plot of the equal rate lines in figure 5.4 gives rise to the following conclusions.
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Figure 5.3: Plot of the function Rb( a, b) achieving Rmax = 0.63056

1. There are an infinite number of strategies achieving a rate R, 0 < R < Rmax •

2. There is exactly one strategy achieving the rate Rmax •

3. The distance between the equal rate lines increases gradually, which implies that the
increase in rate decreases slow and sure, until the rate Rmax is obtained.

The final conclusion implies that the threshold values in a subdivision do not have a great
effect on the rate as long as these threshold values are near the optimal threshold values (i.e.
the area of the function Rb( a, b) in the neighbourhood of the maximimum is rather flat).

This agrees with the results listed in table 4.1, where for M =9 a depth 2 strategy with a
rate of 0.63020 bit per transmission can be found and for M =13 we even came across a depth
2 strategy achieving a 0.63050 rate.

5.2 Optimization of a depth 4 strategy

So far, two different kind of optimization methods have been described, i.e.

1. Optimization using continuous thresholds.
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2. Optimization using discrete thresholds, which means that the strategy is represented
on a larger grid and subsequently the discrete thresholds are varied a little.

The first method has the advantage tllat the absolute maximum can be found. However,
the disadvantage is that both the number of threshold parameters and the number of local
extrema of the rate function increases exponentially with the number of threshold variables
for fixed-length strategies [21]. Therefore the problem of actually determining the absolute
maximum is hard-to-solve.

The second method has the disadvantage that the absolute maximum will never be
reached. However, it might be possible to approximate this maximum very accurate with
the second method as we have seen in the previous section. Furthermore, the AX£-program,
which is a development environment for discrete strategies is very suitable to perform the
optimization according to the second method.

In table 4.1 a number of different bootstrap strategies of depth 4 have been found. This
section is devoted to the optimization of the best of these depth 4 strategies. We will optimize
the depth 4 strategy for M = 13, using the method of continuous threshold parameters. The
first divisions of this strategy are depicted in figure 5.5.

For the first inner bound resolution, introducing parameter a, we obtain

i l = ah(a)
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Figure 5.5: The first five parameters of the depth 4 strategy

The next division is a bootstrap division, for which we introduce parameter b. The division
that follows afterwards is another inner bound resolution with parameters Cl and C2'

C2 - Cl C2 - a
i 2 = (C2 - a)(1- b)h( b )+ (a - cd(1 - a)h(-1-)

1- -a

n2 = 1 - a2 - 2b(1 - a)

The previous two divisions have to satisfy the following constraints.

o< b < Cl < a < C2 < 1

(5.15)

(5.16)

(5.17)

Next, in the 01 region a bootstrap division, specified by parameter d, is carried out and
subsequently the remaining uncertainty in this region is solved with one outer bound division.

C2 - a
i3 = (c2 - a)(c2 - d)h(--d)

C2 -

n3 = (C2 - a)(C2 + a - 2d)

This division has to satisfy the constraint

Cl < d < a

(5.18)

(5.19)

(5.20)

In figure 5.6 an intermediate step for the further resolution of the 00 region is illustrated.
First, one more bootstrap division, denoted with parameters el and e2, is carried out. Sub

sequently, one more bootstrap division is performed, for which we use parameter I. Logically,
these two succesive divisions have to satisfy the following constraints.

(5.21)
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Figure 5.6: The three next parameters of the depth 4 strategy

(5.22)

Consequently, two outer bound divisions can be performed. For the first outer bound division,
we obtain

. Cl - el 1 - C2
t4 = (1 - C2)( e2 - edh( ) + (Cl - ed(1 - J)h(-1f) (5.23)

e2 - e1 -

n4 = 2(1 - J)(Cl - el) +2(1- c2)(e2 - cd (5.24)

While the second outer bound division is specified by the following equations.

. 1 - a 1 - C2
ts = (1- c2)(1- e2+ el- b)h( b)+(C2- a)(1- c2+ el- b)h( 1 b) (5.25)

1 - e2 + el - - C2 + el -

(5.26)

Finally, all remaining uncertainty is resolved, as depicted in figure 5.7, with the following
two outer bound divisions.

. 1 - C2
t6 = (1 - c2)(1 - g)h(--)

1-g

n6 = (1 - c2)(1 + C2 - 2g)

(5.27)

(5.28)

And finally, for the second outer bound division, we obtain

. el - b . 1 - C2
t7 = (1- c2)(h - e2 + el - b)h(h b) + (el - b)(1- t)h(-1-' ) (5.29)

- e2 +el - - t
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Figure 5.7: The last three parameters of the depth 4 strategy

The two former divisions have to satisfy the constraints

(5.31)

(5.32)

At this point the average amount of mutual information and the average amount of trans
missions is known for each division. Hence, the maximum achievable rate rma:r can be com
puted with the following maximization under the constraints (5.17), (5.20), (5.21), (5.22),
(5.31) and (5.32).

7

E ik
k=l

r ma:r = max -7--

E nk
n=l

Computation of the maximum yields an achievable rate in ten decimal places of

rma:r = 0.6305552990

(5.33)

(5.34)

The optimal values of the eleven parameters involved in this maximization process are
given in table 5.1. Observe, the thresholds depicted in figure 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7 correspond to
the optimal subdivision.

Notice, in 1990 [13] a strategy, achieving a rate of 0.6305552986 bit per transmission,
was found. One year later in 1991 [14J a strategy with a total number of twelve thresholds
parameters, achieving a 0.6305552995 rate, was found. The rate found by optimizing the
depth 4 strategy on the 13 x 13 square differs from the tenth decimal place with the strategy
of 1991 (i.e. the present lower bound to the capacity region).
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Table 5.1: Parameters used for the optimization of the bootstrap strategy on the 13 x 13
square

Parameter Value
a 0.6906982610
b 0.4562595571

CI 0.5313426393
C2 0.9058001942
d 0.5367022262
el 0.5237173669
e2 0.5367997763

f 0.8383605301

9 0.8383605556
h 0.5850942540
t 0.8383605653

From table 4.1 it follows that the maximum of the depth 2 strategy can be approximated
with a difference of only 0.00006 for 111 =13. Larger values of 111 are required to approximate
the maximum of a depth 4 strategy with the same accuracy. This is caused by the fact that
a higher depth strategy is attended with a higher resolution of the unit square.

Finally, it can be concluded that a new lower bound to capacity region can almost surely
be found by optimization of other depth 4 strategies or strategies with depths greater than
4. The AXE-program can be used to find such strategies. However, optimization of these
strategies is a non-trivial problem. In any case, it remains a very interesting question how far
the rate achievable with these higher depth strategies differs from the present lower bound of
0.6305552995.
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Chapter 6

Determining the capacity region of
the BMC

This chapter is devoted to the establishment of the connection between the work of van
Overveld [21] and the different kind of strategies presented in this report. In this way we are
able to show that the capacity region C of the BMC, in principle, can be determined with
both discrete save-up strategies and discrete strategies with bootstrapping.

Note, coding strategies corresponding to a subdivision of the unit square (or an M1 x M2

rectangle in the discrete case), partition the unit square (or M 1 x M 2 rectangle) into a number
of connected regions. First, some of the results obtained by van Overveld will be stated. In
her dissertation van Overveld distinguishes between the following kind of variable length
strategies of depth N.

• V( N)-strategies: strategies corresponding to a subdivision of the unit square up to
arbitrary shapes.

• VC(N)-strategies: strategies corresponding to a subdivision of the unit square up to
rootlike rectangles. Note, for a T-channel, like for example the BMC, any rectangular
connected region is a rootlike rectangle.

• VO(N)-strategies: strategies corresponding to subdivision of the M 1 x M 2 rectangle up
to basic squares of size 1.

The same descriptions hold in this order for the following fixed length strategies of depth
N: P(N), PC(N) and PO(N). Furthermore, we define the following type of variable length
strategy with a depth equal to N.

• B(N)-strategies: strategies corresponding to a subdivision of the unit square up to
arbitrary shapes and for which some of the divisions in the subdivision of the unit
square do not have to be taken into account in the calculation of the rate.

Next, V(N) is defined as the rate region achievable with a V(N)-strategy, VC(N) is the
rate region achievable with a VC(N)-strategy and so on. Now van Overveld proved that these
rate regions are included for fixed values of N in a way as depicted in figure 6.1. In figure
6.1 the arrows denote inclusion. For example, an arrow from V(N) to B(N) denotes that
V(N) C B(N), which means that the rate achievable with any variable length strategy of
depth N is included by the rate region of bootstrap strategies of depth N.
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1
B(N)

/
V(N)

Figure 6.1: Relations between different kind of strategies

Furthermore, van Overveld showed that the rates achievable with each Y(N)-, yD(N)_,
YO(N)-, F(N)-, FD(N)- or B(N)-strategy converges to the capacity region C for increasing
values of N. This is also stated in a mathematical notation by the following formulas.

'v'NERV[CO V(N) C C], lim V(N) =C
N-oo

'v'NERV[CO VD(N) C C], lim VD(N) =C
N-oo

'v'NERV[CO VO(N) C C], lim VO(N) = C
N-oo

'v'NEN[CO F(N) C C], lim F(N) =C
N-oo

'v'NERV[CO FD(N) C C], lim FD(N) = C
N-oo

'v'NEN[CO B(N) c C], lim B(N) = C
N-oo

(6.1)

(6.2)

(6.3)

(6.4)

(6.5)

(6.6)

Hence, the capacity region C can be determined by means of different kind of strategies.
From figure 6.1 it follows that by means of bootstrap strategies the highest rates can be
achieved for a fixed value of N. For this reason, bootstrap strategies deserve extra attention
in an attempt to obtain a new lower bound to the capacity region C.

The above observations can be applied explicitly to the strategies in this report. First,
observe that the discrete strategies discussed in chapter 2 are nothing but YO(N)-strategies.
Moreover, it can be concluded from the results in chapter 2 that convergention to the capacity
region C is a very slow process for YO(N)-strategies.

At this point we define the following kind of discrete strategies, satisfying the inclusion
relations in figure 6.2.

• Y D(N)-strategies: Y(N)-strategies on a M 1 X M 2 grid.

• Y DD(N)-strategies: yD(N)-strategies on a M 1 X M 2 grid.
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• BD(N)-strategies: B(N)-strategies on a M 1 X M 2 grid.

c

t
BV(N) opt. B(N)

/ /
Y(N)opt.YV(N)

/ /~
opt.. yO(N) F(N)

~/~/

Figure 6.2: More relations between different kind of strategies

By means of representing a discrete strategy on a larger grid and by varying discrete
thresholds, we can change V DC(N)-strategies into VC(N)-strategies. Ohviously, we can also
optimize strategies using continuous threshold parameters. Similarily, V D(N)- and BD(N)
strategies can be turned into V( N)- and B( N)-strategies, respectively. The possibility of this
optimization process is indicated in figure 6.2 by the abbreviation opt. above the arrows.
Therefore, the rate achievable with each of the kind of discrete strategies discussed in this
report converges to the capacity region C of the BMC. This is described in a mathematical
notation by the following formulas.

(6.7)

V'NEJV[CO VV(N) C C], lim VV(N) =C
N ..... oo

V'NEJV[CO BV(N) C C], lim BD(N) =C
N ..... oo

(6.8)

(6.9)

Now it can be seen that the discrete save-up strategies of chapter 3 are V DC (N)-strategies.
From the results in chapter 3 it can also be concluded that convergention to the capacity region
C elapses much faster with discrete save-up strategies than with ordinary discrete strategies.
Furthermore, the discrete strategies with bootstrapping of chapter 4 are a special kind of
BD(N)-strategies. The subdivision of the M 1 X M 2 rectangle is allowed to end up with any
possible shape for BD(N)-strategies. However, the bootstrap strategies considered in chapter
4 always end up with rootlike rectangles, since the bootstrap technique is combined with the
save-up method. Finally, the strategies of chapter 5 can be classified as follows .

• The strategy achieving a 0.61913997 rate is a VC(3)-strategy.
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Table 6.1: Possibilities of the AX£-program

Strategy Construction method Main result(s)
N M rate

YO(N) AX£ option -N 8 17 0.61079
3 6 0.61795

YDO(N) AX£ option -D, -S or -R 6 11 0.61984
7 16 0.62402
8 24 0.62475
2 13 0.63050

BD(N) AX£ option -B (up to rectangles) 4 8 0.62122
4 13 0.62921

• The strategies achieving 0.63055526 and 0.6305552990 rates are B(2)- and B(4)-strategies,
respectively.

The AX£-program yields a construction method for YO(N)-, Y DO(N)- and BD(N)
strategies. In table 6.1 we indicated the proper adjustment of the AX£-program for the
construction of the here discussed discrete strategies, together with the main results at this
moment.
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Chapter 7

Statement of results and further
directions

Statement of results In 1961 Shannon [15] introduced the Two-Way Channel (TWC).
However, after more than thirty years, the capacity region C of the TWC in general is still
an open problem. The research that resulted in this report is concentrated on one particular
TWC, namely the Binary Multiplying Channel (BMC). Initially, we will briefly summarize
the BMC's state of position that served as our starting point.

The discovery that coding strategies for TWCs correspond to subdivisions of a unit square
[11] is the foundation of the present research. In 1983 [12] a very elegant strategy, achieving
a rate of 0.6305552557 bit per transmission (in ten decimal places) was found. This strategy
owes its beauty to the fact that the subdivision of the unit square according to this strat
egy is completely determined by two single parameters. However, optimality could not be
proved and it took seven more years until in 1990 [13] a strategy achieving the higher rate
of 0.6305552986 bit per transmission (in ten decimal places) was constructed. This strategy
requires a number of seven parameters to fix the subdivision of the unit square. A slight
improvement of this strategy [14] leads to a strategy completely determined by twelve param
eters achieving a 0.6305552995 rate (in ten decimal places). This is the present lower bound
to the capacity region C of the BMC.

Furthermore, coding strategies have been investigated that subdivide an M x M square
into basic squares of size 1. In tllis way a subdivision of the 17 x 17 square was found that
corresponds to a coding strategy with a rate of 0.61079 bit per transmission. Construction of
such coding strategies is an enormous effort, since the number of possible subdivisions grows
rapidly with the size of the square M. Therefore, a computer program has been developed
to simplify this task. This program, called AX£, is a development environment for discrete
coding strategies corresponding to subdivisions of an M 1 X M 2 rectangle 1. By means of the
AX£-program a subdivision ofthe 25 X 25 square was constructed achieving a rate of 0.61129
bit per transmission.

At this point we introduce a new approach in order to obtain a tighter lower bound to the
capacity region C of the BMC. First, the AX£-program is extended with the save-up method
that was introduced in chapter 3. The basic idea behind this method is that all resolution
products that can be subdivided only with a rate lower than the rate of the strategy itself,

1In this report we only consider the case M1 = M2 = M
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are not subdivided at all. In this way we get rid of of all resolution products that influence
the rate negatively and consequently the rate can be boosted up! This method even yields
constructive strategies, if only rectangular resolution products are saved-up. Main results are
the rate of 0.61795 bit per transmission for M =6, corresponding to the smallest value of M
for which Shannon's inner bound of 0.61695 can be crossed. The subdivision of the 11 x 11
square that corresponds to a rate of 0.61984 bit per transmission in excess of the 0.61914 rate
of Schalkwijk's [11] first scheme. The 0.62402 rate that has been found for M =16 and the
rate of 0.62475 bit per transmission for M =24 as our best result of to date.

Second, the AX£·program is extended with the bootstrap technique [12]. Consequently,
we can perform divisions in resolution products with dependencies that do not influence the
rate of the strategy. In this way we can increase the dependency in some resolution products
and thus achieve higher rates. These discrete strategies with bootstrapping were discussed
in chapter 4. We investigated depth 2 and 4 bootstrap strategies. For M =13, a depth 2
bootstrap strategy was found that achieves a rate of 0.63050 bit per transmission. Also for
M=13, a depth 4 bootstrap strategy achieving a 0.62921 rate was constructed. Notice, for
different values of M we found among themselves different depth 4 strategies.

Thirth, the discrete strategies found by means of the AX£-program can be optimized.
This optimization can be done by representing the strategy on a larger grid and subsequently
varying discrete thresholds. For example, the depth 2 strategy represented on the 13 x
13 square differs only in the fifth decimal place from the optimal depth 2 strategy with a
rate of 0.63056 [12] bit per transmission. The absolute maximum can of course only be
calculated by representing the strategy on a unit square and performing a continuous threshold
optimization. Optimization of the depth 4 strategy for M =13 in this manner yields a rate of
0.6305552990 bit per transmission (in ten decimal places). Notice, the rate of this strategy
differs only in the tenth decimal place from the present lower bound of 0.6305552995 (in ten
decimal places) [14}. We are convinced that a continuing search for other depth 4 strategies
and higher depth strategies will yield a new lower bound to the capacity region C ofthe BMC.

Finally, we used the results of van Overveld [21] to show that the rate achievable with both
discrete strategies and discrete strategies with bootstrapping converges to the the capacity
region C for increasing value of M and depth of the strategy. The measure of covnvergence can
be derived from figure 7.1 and 7.2. In figure 7.1 the two horizontal lines at 0.61695 and 0.63056
represent Shannon's inner bound and the present lower bound, respectively. The continuous
line is the rate of the depth 2 strategy as function of the value of M, while the dashed line
represents the best depth 4 strategy. In figure 7.2 we plotted again Shannon's inner bound
and the present lower bound. Furthermore, the dashed line represents the rate of the best
ordinary discrete strategy as function of the square size M. The dotted line corresponds to
the best save-up strategy and the continuous line represents the best bootstrap strategy.

Further directions The tables balancing the chapters discrete strategies, discrete save-up
strategies and discrete strategies with bootstrapping contain the present rates achievable for
different values of M. However, in order to complete each of these tables new entries should
be added and since there is no guarantee the present entries are optimal it might be tried to
improve the extant subdivisions.

The problem of finding the capacity region C of the BMC is of an enormous difficulty.
Therefore, we might partition the problem into a number of less difficult problems. Define
the N -depth capacity region CN as the maximum rate region achievable with a strategy of
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Figure 7.1: Discrete bootstrap strategies of depth 2 and 4, R = f(M)
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Figure 7.2: The best discrete strategies, save-up strategies and bootstrap strategies, R
f(M)
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depth N. As van Overveld [21] pointed out

C = lim CNN....oo
(7.1)

For example, for N =2, we have in case of equal rates in both directions C2 =0.6305552557
bit per transmission (in ten decimal places) [12]. Find in case of equal rates in both directions
the N -depth capacity CN for other values of N.

Finally, all different kind of discrete strategies found by means of the AXE-program should
be subject to a continuous threshold optimization process.
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The Two-way Channel as a Computer Game

There are several reasons for trying to find the capacity region of the

In order to approximate the capacity region of a T\\'C we start off with
Shannon's [8] observation (1961) that the capacity region can be found
from the per letter rate of increasingly long coding strategies. An initial
hurdle was the fact that coding strategies, where the code sequence at
each terminal not only depends on the message 0 being transmitted but
also ou the received sequence }' at that terminal, are hard to visualize.

A breakthrough [5] was made in 1982, when it was discovered that
coding strategies for deterministic TWC's could be considered as strate
gies for subdividing the unit square. For the n},IC it subdivision using
thre" types of resolutions (to be refl'rred to as i-, ro- and a-resolutions)
was found. In the case of equal rates on both directions this constructive
coding strategy achieves O.G 1914, in l'xcess of Shannon's inner bound of
0.liI695. Dueck [2] just previonsly proved hy example that the capacity
rl'~ion of a TWC is in general larger than its inner bound.

A further [6] basic step was taken a year later in 1983. The m
resolution in the strategy [5] mentioned above was not efficient. This ro
r<,solution takes place in an L-shape subregion. By collecting a number
of those L-shapes the total resolut.ion information that has to be sent
from terminal 1 to terminal 2 and vice Vl'rsa can be accumulated at
each terminal. In the limit, the total resolution iuformation can be
transferI'd at the very rate of the resulting strategy using a technique
[G] call1'd bootstrapping, thus boosting the 0.61914 rate of the original
strategy up to 0.630.56. The resulting strategy eff"ctively resl'mbles
our original strategy where the ro-resolution has bl'en eliminated. As
this equivalent strategy is very simple and I'!"gant., 0.Ii:J056 was initially
thought to be the equal rate capacity of the BMC.

However, repeated trials to find a converse failed and suspicion re
garding optimality arose. Accurat.e calculation of the rate of the boot
strapped strategy yields 0.6305552.5.57. Finally, an improvement to
0.630.5552986 was found, by having t11'O initial i-resolutions and preserv
ing the efficiency of the postponed a-resolution by a transparency con
dition. Another [7] slight improvement yields the tightest lower bound
0.G:JO.5552995 to the equal rate capacity as of to date.

Shannon's [8J upper bound of 0.69-12-[ has been tightened by Zhen
Zhang, et al. [I1J to 0.64891 for general TWC's. The tightest upper
bound as of now for T-channels (TC's), i. e. channels with two inputs
and a single common output, found by IIekstra and Willems [3], yields
0.1i 1628 for the BMC. It is our belief that the final result, at least for
the BMC, is closer to the best inner bound of 0.6305552995. In order
to find better upper bounds it will be necessary to consider the coding
strategies in greater detail.

In classical one-way communication we distinguish [IJ between the
information theoretic and the operational capacity. Shannon's channel
coding theorem shows these two capacities to be equal. The achievable
rates of our original strategy [.5] and of the bootstrapped strategy [6J
are information theoretic rates. It was reasoned that these rates were
also operational as they related to the size of resolution products in the
unit square. lligorous proofs of the operationality of the rates ill [5) and
[6] were given by Tolhuizen [9] and van Oven'eld [10J, respectively.
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DMC. First, the BMC was used as the simplest non trivial example of a
TWC by Shannon in his original 1961 paper. This [8] paper marks the
beginning of network information theory, see also Cover [1, chapter 14].
Second, once the BMC is solved, it seems likely that similar methods can
be applied to solve all deterministic TWC's. Finally, it does not seem
possible to make any progress on general (non) deterministic TWC's as
long as the easier deterministic TWC's are not completel.y .un.derstoo~.

A an example, there are 322 distinct [4] ternary determmlsttc TWC s
of which 46 are T-channels.

Note that the best [6J lower bound of 0.6305552995 to the equal
rate capacity is the result of a continuing line of research building upon
our very first [5] strategy. Continuation of this research .line ?oes not
look promising: it will result in more complicated strategl.es with ~ore

parameters and smaller improvements, and maybe there IS an entlrel.y
different class of strategies that perform better. Computer search IS
nnfeasable, since the number of possible strategies dwarfs Avogadro's
number of 6.02.1023 for relatively small message sets. However, people
SN'm to have a feeling as to the proper shape of resolution products. To
h"lp people contructing strategies for binary and ternary TWCs on M x
AI squares, F. Hantz and A. nJoemen developed the computer puzzle
game AX£. The 'game' is played by editing resolutions already stored
in the computer as part of a strategy tree. Any improvements repl.ace
th" resolutions currently stored. There is no information theoretical
background needed to play the game. By putting the game in public
domain we hope to get some good codi ng strategies.

The results obtained so far look very promising. Early results were
found by J. van der Leur, who developed a coding strategy resolving
all message pairs of a 17 x 17 square with a rate of 0.6~079. A fi.rst
tuning step is the save-up method: square and rectangle-hke resolution
products are not resolved, but they are put together into a new M x
AI square. This technique already provides a coding strategy. on the
6 x 6 square with rate 0.61795, and on the 11 X 11 square WIth rate
0.liI984. These rates exceed Shannon's [8] inner bound rate of 0.61695
and Schalkwijk's [5] original rate 0.61914, respectively. The second step
is bootstropping, similar to [6J, to weed out inefficient resolutions. For
a 13 x 13 square, a discrete bootstrap strategy with rate 0.630.50 has
been constructed. The third step, transforming a discrete bootstrap
strategy into a continuous bootstrap strategy will almost surely yield a
new lower bound.

[IJ Thorn.. Cover and Joy A. Thorn... Elemenu of Information Theorv. Wiley,
New York, 1991.

Abstract
In his 1961 paper on two-way channels (TWC's) Sh.annon.de

rived single-letter inner- and outer hounds to the capaCity regIOn.
The first part of this paper is a survey of earlier resnlts on TWC's
in general and the binary multiplying channel (RMC) in particu
lar. The second part is devoted to a new approach to the problem
of determining the capacity region of Ihe BI\IC. Rased on Schalk
wijk's 1982 idea to represent symmetric, R I = R, = ~, codin.g
strategies for deterministic two-way channels as progressIve subdi
visions of an M x M square, we developed a computer game AX f
as a development environment for new coding strategies. Playing
AXf is simple and requires no background in information theory.

History

The AX£-program

1
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